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"With BDSM erotica all the rage right now, it's a pleasure to find a story that's a perfect example of

how good these books can be when crafted by a talented author."-RT Book Reviews on The Theory

of AttractionThe Theory of Attractionby Delphine DrydenCamilla can set her watch by her sexy

rocket-scientist neighbor's schedule&#133;but she soon learns that isn't the only thing Ivan likes to

be strict about. He needs to be in charge in the bedroom as well&#151;and Cami discovers there

can be more pleasure in submitting than she ever imagined&#133;A Shot in the Darkby Christine

d'AboCarter is one of the hottest men ever to walk into Paige Long's coffee shop. Firefighter by day,

Dom by night, he's her ultimate fantasy. But can Carter convince Paige to submit to happiness

outside the bedroom, too?Forbidden Fantasiesby Jodie GriffinAfter fifteen years of marriage,

Jessica and Alex's sex life is, well, a little predictable. It just can't compare with the hot new world

Jessica discovers in the pages of erotic romances. Until their fantasies are brought to life during a

special weekend at a unique B and B: Bondage and Breakfast&#133;107,000 words
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The Theory of Attraction:...GULP!... Just so you know, I'm STILL trying to calm down after reading



this book!! Let me start this review by saying that I haven't read a LOT of Erotica. The few I've read

have ranged from Awesomely Hot to Unbelievably Creepy. But I want to get outside of my comfort

zone in the types of books I read so I'm going to go on this journey, and if you like, feel free to join

me, ok?This book was an anthology; three stories by three authors. I read somewhere that these

three authors were at the top of the Erotica genre. I figured that I should start with the best and go

from there.The Theory of Attraction by Delphine Dryden starts the book off with a bang! We meet

Camilla (not sure she ever gets a last name). Camilla has a sexy neighbor who happens to be a

rocket scientist. No, really! And his name is Dr. Ivan Reynolds. Camilla can set her watch by the

schedule that Ivan keeps. She's good friends with all the guys in her building, including Ivan. One

day, after some of the guys had been over to hang out and have dinner, Ivan asks Camilla if she

would help him out. He has a fundraiser to go to and to say that he's not so great with people is a

massive understatement. He wants Camilla to kind of educate him on how to talk to people in a

social setting. Camilla agrees but she gets her own education as well. See, she knows far less

about Ivan than she thinks she does. Ivan is into being a Domme and he decides to introduce

Camilla to what it's like to be his Sub. I love Camilla and Ivan together! He is so stiff and nerdy and

you have no idea that all of this naughty stuff is under the surface. And Camilla is great. She's so

normal and unsuspecting and when she finds out what Ivan is really like, she's just blown away!

The Theory of Attraction2 StarsCamilla, who vows she is not a stalker, has her eyes set on Dr. Ivan

Reynolds rocket scientist and neighbor. When Ivan needs help, he calls upon Cami for help. She is

more than willing to help the good old doctor out. Little does Cami know, the professor is hiding a

secret. Will Cami be able to handle it?My thoughts:This was a hard read for me. There were, I

guess you call them scientific terms, in that had me saying huh? It was a bit of a turn off for me. I

also could not get past the whole, geek with 6 pack abs thing. I guess my imagination wasn't flying

when I read because I couldn't picture him. Therefore couldn't get that connection with him. I found

myself skimming a lot.__________________________________________A Shot in the Dark by

Christine d'Abo5 StarsSizzle: Smokin HotAs the co-owner of a coffee shop, Paige Long works

non-stop and has no time for a social life.As a firefighter and Dom, Carter has had his eye on Paige

for a while. Carter sees a submissive hiding in Paige and is curious. Little does Carter know, Paige

has closed herself off to the lifestyle. Carter vows to find out why.My thoughts:Even though this was

a very short read, the author did a great job in developing the characters. Carter was so loving,

patient and sexy as hell! He gave Paige time to get her head together and didn't push her.I loved

Paige. She is so strong and stubborn, yet so vulnerable in dealing with her past issues. I loved how



she had to fix things herself and fought for it.The Dom/Sub scenes were so realistic that I could

totally relate. The author did an awesome job at her descriptions.I also liked that there was a

sub-story with Paige's brother, Ian and `Blue Eyes.

The theory of Attraction is a book with three stories told by three different authors. It's steamy with

shorter reads, which gives us a get a great concept of the writer's style and storyline and also

Fragments of The BDSM lifestyle. For anyone who expresses interest in the BDSM genre this is

ideal for you. A few meanings of the Words described in my review.D/s ~ the practice of dominance

and submissionBDSM ~ an acronym used to describe a variety of kinky activities. BD stands for

bondage & discipline. DS stands for dominance and submission and SM stands for sadism and

masochism.These stories where based mainly on BD and DS .The Theory of Attraction by Delphine

Dryden is my least favourite book in this trio set. I did enjoy it but not as much as the others.In this

story we meet Camilla - who has a sexy nerdy neighbour. He certainly is not at all what we expect

and gave me the reader a wonderful surprise at his Dominance and smexiness in this story.It is a

short, but - hot read. The characters and storyline were both likeable but found it didn't keep my

interest as much as the others. But none the less is a sweet surprise to not only Camilla but the

reader. A rocket scientist with brains and brawn - WOZZA ..3/5A great short erotica for all.A Shot in

the Dark by Christine d'Abo was the second story and revolved around Paige Long. Paige used to

be active in the BDSM scene but she had a very bad experience with a former boyfriend. He didn't

understand the concept of a safe word what so ever.Carter - the smoking hot fireman soon teaches

Paige that the lifestyle can be enjoyed with the right person. He is protective and takes good care of

her both during play and also outside.
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